Distributing first year students' messages
We schedule messages for the First Year landing page and First Year undergraduate Twitter
account on a regular basis (1 month to 6 weeks in advance)
The messages' purpose is to equip first year undergraduate students for academic study or
encourage their participation in student life or extra curricular activities.They do not cover
academic department communications (which are covered by alternative arrangements) or
news stories which are handled by the press team .
Contributions are sent to us via the message request form 3 weeks in advance of the start of
the month that they are supposed to be published. The deadlines for contributions can be seen
on the blog post on how to schedule messages.
On the deadline day the messages will be scheduled on the editorial calendar in Flow. This is
picked up as a Friday task from the Content Maintenance Trello board.
The calendar can be exported in various formats but the preferred format is CSV and we attach
this to any emails we send to contributors or Student Experience Officers (SEOs).
The schedule should be reviewed by the SEOs before the messages are confirmed and
scheduled through Buffer. They will makes sure messages are timely, relevant and meet
student needs. Messages for the landing page will be scheduled on a weekly basis.
The Student Experience Board (via Rich) will make all final decisions on whether messages
should be included in scheduled activity. If there are any problems Rich will raise them for the
board to decide what to do.

Student comms coordination contacts
The SEOs will review the messages requested from the contributors to make sure that they
meet student needs.They should receive the emails on the dates indicated in the blog post and
they have a deadline set as to when they should respond with any feedback or amendments to
the messages.
Below is some example template content for the email message:
'Dear All
This ________________ is a link to the document of the proposed messages for the month of
_______________. Please take a look at them to check that they are relevant and meet first
year undergraduate student needs. Could you also confirm that the messages are appropriate,
or provide any feedback you feel necessary?
The deadline for feedback is ________________, if we do not hear from you by this date we
will schedule and draft the messages as planned and confirm the scheduling of the messages
with contributors.
You can contribute for next month's messages using our message request form and you can
remind yourself of the messaging review process on our blog.
If there you have any questions, please contact Rhian Griggs or Charlotte Brewer on 01225
385792.
Kind regards

_______________'

Email list for student comms coordination
Stakeholder

email address

Charlotte Brewer

c.brewer@bath.ac.uk

Cath Haines (SEO)

c.haines2@bath.ac.uk

Eliza Shaw (SEO)

e.shaw@bath.ac.uk

Jenny Medland (SEO)

j.h.medland@bath.ac.uk

Rhian Griggs

r.c.griggs@bath.ac.uk

Useful links
How to send a message to
first year undergraduate
students on bath.ac.uk and
its supporting platforms Blog post
Flow - Editorial calendar
First year undergraduate
message request form

Rich Prowse

r.w.prowse@bath.ac.uk

Sarah Stead

s.l.stead@bath.ac.uk

Tim Kaner

t.a.kaner@bath.ac.uk

You should also send this group the finalised messages once the review period closes and
you have made any alterations that came out of feedback.

Content contributors
The content contributors should send messages for inclusion in the editorial schedule by the
deadline date. They will receive a copy of the confirmed finalised scheduled messages on the
dates indicated in blog post.
These finalised messages should also be sent to the SEOs so that they are aware that any
amendments based on their feedback on the proposed messages has been made.
Below is some example template content for the email message:
'Dear All
This is to confirm that the finalised messages for the month of ________ have now been
scheduled and drafted for the agreed channels and they are here ________________ in a
document for your information. The messages may have been edited from the original due to
issues of allocated message space on various channels.
Could you please double check the messages you have contributed and that are for your
service to make sure that there are no errors? If there are any last minute edits, changes to, or
cancellations of messages, please contact Rhian Griggs or Charlotte Brewer on 01225 385792.
You can contribute for next month's messages using our message request form and you can
remind yourself of the messaging review process on our blog.
Thank you for your contributions.
Kind regards

_______________'

Email list for student comms contributors
Email

Name

Service

Notes

k.c.j.renfrew@bath.ac.
uk

Kevin Renfrew

Academic Skills Centre

s.turpin@bath.ac.uk

Sarah Turpin

Academic Skills Centre

e.eyles@bath.ac.uk

Liz Eyles

Accommodation &
Hospitality

s.d.milnes@bath.ac.uk

Stephen Milnes

Accommodation &
Hospitality

s.g.lawrence@bath.ac.
uk

Steven Lawrence

Admissions

Comms post
adjustment and
clearing

e.simmons@bath.ac.uk

Liz Simmons

Admissions

Comms post
adjustment and
clearing

j.rayment@bath.ac.uk

Joe Rayment

Admissions

Scholarship
administration

l.hobbs@bath.ac.uk

Lindsey Hobbs

Admissions

Scholarship
administration

k.sivil@bath.ac.uk

Katie Sivil

Campus Retail &
Commerical Operations

Runs outlets not run
by Accommodation
and Hospitality

a.j.baildon@bath.ac.uk

Anna Baildon

Careers Service

j.c.otterwell@bath.ac.
uk

Jessica Otterwell

Computing Services

m.vagle@bath.ac.uk

Marianne Vagle

Computing Services

s.l.stead@bath.ac.uk

Sarah Stead

Faculty Engineering
and Design

SEO

c.haines2@bath.ac.uk

Cath Haines

Faculty of Science

SEO

j.h.medland@bath.ac.
uk

Jenny Medland

Faculty Humanities
and Social Sciences

SEO

h.m.fripp@bath.ac.uk

Helen Fripp

ICIA

r.c.potter@bath.ac.uk

Rachel Potter

ICIA

c.tylee@bath.ac.uk

Claire Tylee

Library Service

b.harris@bath.ac.uk

Ben Harris

Marketing &
Communications

c.brewer@bath.ac.uk

Charlotte Brewer

Marketing &
Communications

r.c.griggs@bath.ac.uk

Rhian Griggs

Marketing &
Communications

r.w.prowse@bath.ac.uk

Richard Prowse

Marketing &
Communications

t.a.kaner@bath.ac.uk

Tim Kaner

Marketing &
Communications

j.scott2@bath.ac.uk

Jessica Scott

Office of the University
Secretary

Compliance Manager
(Student Immigration)

e.shaw@bath.ac.uk

Eliza Shaw

School of Management

SEO

a.s.woodman@bath.ac.
uk

Amy Woodman

Sports Development
and Recreation

m.j.peyton@bath.ac.uk

Miles Peyton

Sports Development
and Recreation

j.arthur@bath.ac.uk

James Arthur

Student Records &
Examinations

n.s.pizzey@bath.ac.uk

Nicola Pizzey

Student Finance

Student loans and
bursaries

e.r.timms@bath.ac.uk

Ellie Timms

Student Finance

Student loans and
bursaries

a.payne@bath.ac.uk

Anthony Payne

Student Services

e.a.makin@bath.ac.uk

Lizzette Makin

Student Services

n.peacock@bath.ac.uk

Nicola Peacock

Student Services

h.freeman@bath.ac.uk

Helen Freeman

Students' Union

i.robinson@bath.ac.uk

Ian Robinson

Students' Union

i.withington@bath.ac.
uk

Iryna Withington

Widening Participation

Supports transition

o.schofield@bath.ac.uk

Oliver Schofield

Student's Union

Peer-support
coordinator

International student
advice

